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l.1 

SECTION 1 

MODEL 365 NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM - INTRODUCTION 
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l.2 

1\Iodel 36:'.> - Introduction 

The Dolby A-Type Noise Reduction System has been designed to reduce noises 
commonly encountered in audio signal recording and transmission systems. These noises 
may take the form ofrumble, hum, crosstalk, clicks, pops, buzzing, and hiss, as well as 
discrel e frequency interference such as television synchronizing pulse crosstalk. All of 
these Iloises are reduced by the system without affecting the overall frequency response 
or dynamics of the signal itself. 

I Jl the particular field of magnetic tape recording, the system will reduce tape hiss and 
also a!ln'iate other problems such as print-through and high-frequency modulation 
noise. rile print-through reduction is of special significance, as it allows the long-term 
storag'> of high-quality master tapes with minimal degradation. 

The s~ stem is suitable for usc in any situation in which the signal is available for proces
~ing at both ends of the recording or transmission chain. The processing operations can 
be scp.l.rated by allY distance or any time duration, since once correctly adjusted, the 
s\'stcrn parameter'> are extremely accurate and stable. Furthermore, the system is tolerant 
or gain-errors in the recording or transmission channel. An incorrect level to the playback 
lInit oj ±2 dB docs not result in any perceptible alteration of the restored signal. 

I t should be appreciated that when recording or transmission noise is reduced, other 
n()ise~ masked hy It naturally become more apparent. Full use of the increased dynamic 
range prm'ided by the noise reduction system may therefore sometimes require a tighten
ing or~tandards in the rest of the chain - i.e. in connection with noise from microphone 
amplifiers, mixers, and monitor amplifiers, as well as noise from wholly acoustic sources 
"uch a~ buzzing f1uorescent lights, creaking chairs, and the movement of persons in the 
studio. (On the other hand, it can be argued that acoustic noises, having purely natural 
origim, contribute to a feeling of realism and immediacy.) 

The 1\lodd 365 is a two-channel noise reduction processor unit. The unit can be used 
{ix either recording or playback (encoding or decoding), the operating mode being pre
~('t by pushhutton switches on the front panel. This model is designed for monitoring, 
editing, and disc cutting, as well as for applications in which simultaneous record
playback monitoring facilities are required. (One channel in record, the other in play). 

The circuits used are highly stable and do not require any adjustments, apart from input 
and output levels, which are set during installation. The noise reduction circuitry is 
!;\CtOr\ -sct to precise limits and contains no adjustable controls. All components are 
mounted in a single module which can he purchased separately. Should failure ever 
(HTLlI', plug-in sub"titution will rapidly restore operation of the system with no 
adjustmcnts Jlcces~ary. 

An intnnal Dolby Tone oscillator is provided fex each channel to establish correct 
opnatlllg levels. The characteristic modulation of this tone also serves as identification 
for Dolby-processed tapes. All oscillators in a multichannel installation can be controlled 
by a sillgle switch. 

Dolby "lpcctral Recording 

Doll)\ 'ipcctral recording, or Dolhy SR, has been developed to answer the needs of modern 
professional recording. The Cat. No. 280 SR module is the first implementation of this new 
rccordJl1g process. It can be used in existing interface frames manufactured by Dolby 
Laboratories and will, therefore, allow a widespread introduction of this new high-quality 
record mg f()rma t. 
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l.3 

Dolby SR Compatibility 

Electrically, the Dolby SR process is very different from A-type noise reduction. Both Dolby 
A-type NR and Dolby SR are complementary processes that, when decoded properly, give 
excellent results. Dolby SR, however, goes far beyond any other noise reduction system in its 
ability to improve the overall quality ofa recording or transmission channel. Dolby A-type 
and Dolby SR are not considered cross-compatible - Dolby SR encoded tapes should not be 
decoded with Dolby A-type cards and vice versa. 

Dolby SR Calibration 

As with A-type noise reduction, Dolby SR requires the decode module to be correctly set in 
level with respect to the encode module. With A-type, this is accomplished using Dolby Tone; 
with the Dolby SR process, it is achieved using a new, easily identifiable alignment signal: 
Dolby Noise. Dolby Noise, abbreviated DN, is always used to establish correct decode level. 

In addition to the Dolby spectral recording circuits and the Dolby Noise generator, the 
Cat. No. 280 contains an important new feature - Auto Compare. The Auto Compare circuit, 
using Dolby Noise as a signal, gives the user valuable gain and frequency response information 
about the recording channel. The Auto Compare mode allows an automatic aural comparison 
of the recorded Dolby Noise signal and the internally generated pink noise. The user can 
quickly, by ear, verify the performance of the recording system by comparing the reference 
pink noise with the Dolby Noise from the tape. The Auto Compare feature is discussed fully in 
the Cat. No. 280 manual Section 3 - Calibration. 
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2.1 

SECTION 2 

CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS 
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SECTION 3 

SPECIFICATIONS 
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Layout: 
Signal Connections: 

Input Circuit: 

Output Circuit: 

Signal Levels: 

Meters: 

Panel Controls: 

Remote Control: 

OnTa11 Frequency Response: 

Dolby A-Type Noise Reduction 

ToLlI Harmonic Distortion: 

Encoding Characteristics: 

O\'(Ta11 Noise Level: 

Matching Between Units: 

Signal Delay: 

Phase Error: 
Crosstalk: 
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Specifications - Model 365 

Two independent signal processors per unit. 
XLR inputs and outputs. 

Bridging transformer, 10k Ohm balanced and 
floating. 
Transformer, 20 Ohms output impedance, balanced 
and floating. 
Will drive any load impedance from 
200 Ohms upwards. 
Input levels adjusted either by single turn "Uncal" or 
multi-turn "Cal" potentiometers accessible from front 
of unit. Minimum input of350 mY for Dolby Level on 
both calibrated and uncalibrated inputs. Maximum 
output level of +22 dBm into bridging load; +21 dBm 
into 600 Ohms; +20 dBm into 200 Ohms. 
Level setting meter for recorder gain calibration. 
Ca-libration marks for Dolby Level and Peak 
Reference Level. 

Pushbutton for selection of:-
a. Record/Play 
b. NR in/out or remote 
c. Set-up 
and a pull to operate uncalibrated input option. 
Mono jack socket for linking and/or remoting Set-up 
Stereo jack socket for independent NR remote 
operation. 
Control is effected by grounding the terminals for 
SR/NR in and Set-up on. 
Maximum grounding resistance 25 Ohm. 
± 1 dB from 30 Hz to 20 kHz (encode-decode). 

At +4 dBm, less than 0.1 % at 1 kHz: less than 0.2% 
from 40 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Dolby A-type professional characteristic providing 
10 dB of noise reduction from 30 Hz to 5 kHz, rising 
to 15 dB at 15 kHz. 
With noise reduction action switched off, the unit 
becomes a fixed, unity gain line amplifier. 
Record-playback (NR off), 80 dB below Dolby Level 
over a 20 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth. 
± 1 dB at any level and any frequency, 
30 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Constant with frequency, 24 /-Lsec per channel. 
Overall encode/decode process 48 /-Lsec. 
Less than 5°,20 Hz to 20 kHz overall encode/decode. 
Better than 70 dB over 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 



Dolby SR Spectral Recording 

Overall Total Harmonic 

Distortion: 

Overall Dynamic Range of 
SR System: (1) 

Typical Obtainable Dynamic 
Ran~e, 15ips: 
Matching Between Units: 
Signal Delay: 
Phase Difference 
SR in/SR out: 
Calibration Facilities: 

Status Indicators: 

Stability: 

Operating Temperature: 
Cons truction: 

Finish: 

Size: 

\\l f'i ~'h t: 
Power Requirements: 

3.3 

2nd and 3rd harmonic each 0.3% at 3 dB below peak 
level, 
20 Hz-20 kHz. 
Negligible high order distortion components at any 
level. 
105 dB - clipping level to CCIR/ ARM noise level. 
93 dB - clipping level to CCIR Rec. 468-2 weighted 
noise level. 
105 dB-clipping level to NAB A-weighted noise level (2). 
95 dB - clipping level to unweighted noise level, 
20 Hz-20 kHz (3). 
(I) Processor alone; in interfaces, may depend on line 

levels used. 
(2) Weighting filter supplemented by 25 kHz 4-pole low

pass filter to ensure that only audible noise is 
measured. 

(3) RMS or average responding meter, 4-pole filters. 

90-95 dB. 
I dB at any level and any frequency, 20 Hz-20 kHz. 
14 fLS O\'Crall, encode/decode. 
Less than 2 degrees, 20 Hz-20 kHz overall, encode/ 
decode. 
Dolby Noise generator for establishing correct levels 
and frequency response, via built-in meter-amplifier 
and interface frame meter. Output signal can also be 
fed to external analysis facilities. 
Automatic audible Auto-Compare function, allowing 
comparison of Dolby Noise from tape with internally 
generated reference pink noise. 
Yellow LED on front of module indicates Dolby Noise 
mode. 
Auto-Compare Tape/Reference function status 
indicated by green and red LEDs on front of module. 
(LED control signal available for remotely situated 
LEDs or lamps.) 
The system is highly stable and does not need routine 
alignment. 
Up to 45°C. 
Plug-in noise reduction modules (Cat. 22 or Cat. 280). 
Level setting potentiometers immediately accessible 
through front panel. 
Fibre-glass printed circuit board and solid-state devices 
throughout. 
Steel case, zinc passivated finish; front panel clear 
anodised aluminium with black characters. 
3,,1" x 19" rack mounting (88 x 482mm). 
Maximum projection behind mounting surface: 
S lyl(j" (228mm). 
Maximum projection in front of mounting surface: 
7/;1" (22mm). 
ISlbs (SKg). 
U nits are designed for operation from a centrally 
switched power source. 
Power cable provided. 
104-130 V and 208-260 V, single phase, 16 VA. 
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Dolby Model 365 
'Tvvo-channel Interface 

00 Dolby Model365 

The Dolby Model 365 is ideal for 
applications requiring two 
channels of dedicated recording 
or playback. Front panel switches 
operate encode/decode functions 
for each channel. 

• i-• 

The Model 365's processing 
circuitry is contained in a pair of 
modules which are easily accessible 
from the front panel. Push-buttons 
on the front panel control the process 
in/out function. Dual meters and 
built-in reference generators simplify 
Dolby Level set-up. The process in/ 
out and Dolby Level set-up functioLls 
may be operated remotely. 

Each channel of the Model 365 
has a Play Uncal control which 

permits temporary recalibration to 
match a tape recorded at a different 
level while retaining the unit's preset 
Dolby Level. 

The Model 365 may be ordered 
either as a 365 A with two Cat. No. 
22 Dolby A-type noise reduction 
modules, or as a 365 SR with 
two Cat. No 280 Dolby SR spectral 
recording modules. 



• n~iii~ DD 
• 

Layout: 
Two processors per unit, on common 
power supply. 

Signal Connedions: 
XU\ inputs and outputs. 

Input Circuit: 
Bridging transfonnel: 10 k ohms balanced 
and floating. 

Output Circo:it: 
Transforrne!~ 20 ohms output impedance, 
balanced and floating. Will drive any load 
impedance from 200 ohms upwards. 

SiKnal Level Adjuslrncnis: 
Input levels adjusted either by single-turn 
"uncal" or multi-turn "cal" potcntlolT'lCters 
accessible from front of unit. 

Minimum input of 350 mV for Dolby Level 
on both calibrated and uncalibrated inputs. 

Maximum output level of + 22 dBr into 
bridging load; + 21 d13r into 600 ohms; 
+20 dBr into 200 ohms. (0 dBr = 0.775 \I) 

lVich:xs: 
Level setting meter for recorder gain 
calibration. Calibration marks for Dolby 
Level and Peak Ref (+ 5 dB above Dolby 
Level.) 

Panel Control~: 
·1. Push-buttons for selecting: 

3. RECORD/PLAY 
b. IN/OUT or REMOTE 
c. SET-UP - engages Dolby Tone 

oscillators or Dolby Noise generators 
2. PLAY UNCAL control - push preset! 

pull variable 

Renlote Control: 
Jack sockets for linking and/or remoting 
Dolby Level set-up operation. 

Stereo jack socket for independent In/Out 
ren10te operation, achieved by grounding the 
terrninals for In/Out and Dolby Level set
up. MaximuJ11 grounding resistance 25 ohms. 

LED status indicators are also remotable. 

SlabiJity: 
The system is highly stable with either Cat. 
No. 280 or Cal'. No. 22 modules, and does 
not need routine alignment. 

Crosstalk: 
Better than 70 dB (encode-decode) over 
20 Hz-20 kHz. 

Operating 'Il~lYl.peral:ure: 
Up to 45° C. 
Construction: 
Plug-in processing module (Cat. No. 280 
or Ca!'. No. 22). 

Level setting potentiometers immediately 
accessible through front panel. 

Fibergbss printed circllit board and solid
state devices throughout. 

Fi.nish, 
Steel casc, zinc passivated finish; front 
panel dear <lnodized aluminum with black 
characters. 

Dirnensiow;: 
3.5" x 19/r r<lck mounting (88x483 mm). 
Maximum projection behind mounting sur
face, 8-"J5/16" (228 mm). Maximum 
projection in front of mounting surface, 7/811 

{22mm~. 

Vveight: 
18 lbs. (8 kg). 

Power Req'uircrncnts: 
Units are designed for operation [rom a 
centrally switched power source. Power cabJe 
provided. 

"J04-BO V and 208-260 V, single phase, 
16 VA. 

The following specifications describe the 
Model 365's perforrnance with the Cat. No . 
22 Dolby A-type noise reduction module. 
The Model 365 may also be purchased with 
Dolby spectral recording modules; for these 
performance specifications .. see the Cat. 
No. 280 information sheet. 

()veraU Frequency Resr)onse: 
1·-:1 dB, 30 I'"12-20 kHz, encode/decode. 

'I(Jtal Hzsrmo:nic Distortion.: 
At +4 dBI~ less than 0:1% at 1 kHz; less 
than 0.2% from 40 Hz-20 kHz. 

Noise Reduction: 
Dolby A-type characteristic providing 10 dB 
of noise reduction from 30 Hz to 5 kHz, 
rising to 15 dB at 15 kHz. 

Overall Noise L(:~vcl: 
Record/playback (NR out), better than 80 dB 
belm\' Dolby level, umveighted 30 Hz to 20 
kHz bandwidth, or weighted CCIR/ARM. 

lViatching Between Unib;: 
--'-:1 dB at any level and any frequency, 
30 I'Jz-20 kHz. 

Signal Delay: 
Constant with frequency, 19 fJsec per channel, 
38 11sec overall encode/decode, including 
delay of Model 360 Series interfaces. 

Set'"up; 
Dolby tone oscillator for establishing correct 
levels via built-in meter amplifier and 
interface meter. 

Dolby L,bor,ltories Inc.. ]00 Poln'ro AvemH'. 
San Fl'<llwion>, CA 9.1103"'!8"13, 
'li,lephOlw ("1l5) 558,0200, 'Icle); 31409 

31\6 Clilph.~!l1 l~()"d. London 5\\19 9AI', 
-Ic·lephone (0]) 720-TITJ, ']('k'); 919"109. 

"Dolby" ,md Ihe double"D symbol al'e Il'a(k'n1;lI"k~ of 
Dolby I.abor;l(oril's Li('l'n~ing Corporation. 
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SECTION 5 

LEVEL STANDARDIZATION 
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,) I Basic Standardization Requircmcnts 

Correct operation of the Dolby A-type Noise Reduction System is dependent on only one 
basic requirement - that the signal voltage in the playback processor should be the samc 
(\\ithin 2 d B) as that in the rccording processor. I n other words, the recording system 
shuuld nave all efkctive overall record-playback gain of unity. Howcver, thc requirement 
ror signallllterchangeability imposes a further requirement - that the signal levels in thc 
Boise reduction systcm should bc related to the levels of internationally recognized 
standcuds, such as magnetic test tapes (ofvvhich the most widely used arc the Ampex 
;":.\B and DIN tapes). 

III order' tll correlate the various voltage levels and flux levels used in the complete 
recording or transmission chain, the concept of "Dolby Level" is employed. Dolby Level 
jW,lrs ;\ fixed amplitude relationship to the noise reduction compression and expansion 
parameters. In 360 Series units, this level correlatioll is achieved in practice by a meter 
with a Dolby Level mark and by a special built-in Dolby Tone oscillator which generates a 
signal at Dolby Level. For maximum efkctiveness, the Dolby Tone has been designed to 
he easiL recognizable in order to avoid possible confusion with the multiplicity of tone 
signals ;It present in use for equalization or testing purposes. Its level has been chosen to 
he read;!y measurable on normal programme level mcters in studios or broadcast 
sta tions, as well as on thc meters of 360 Series units (on A30 I units Dolby Level 
corresponds to the ~AB meter mark). Sillce Dolby Level bears a fixed relationship to the 
nOlSt' reduction transfer curves, it can be further linked to the recording or transmission 
s\~tcm parameters - i.e. line len'ls, flux len'ls, etc. 

The Dolby Tone is generated by a constant-amplitude oscillator which is periodically 
frt'qUCll' '\ -mod ulated upwards wi th a 10°!',) freq ucncy change. The modulation occurs for a 
pcri(,d il dH' low tens of milliseconds, vvhich thl' ear interprets not as frequency 
!l1l,duLI i('(1 but more as amplitude mocilliatioll. HO\\"('\"('r, since the amplitude is in fact 
c()\lslaw, len'] setting mcters maintain constant indications (regardless ofthcir time 
CUllstants. The A-type oscillator runs at 850 Hz anel is modulated to approximately 
~n(J HZll! 30 milliseconds every 7.'i0 milliseconds. The resulting periodic chirp-like 
s(lllncl i, highly characteristic. 

:) :.! \Ligllctic Tape Recordillg 

I )()t!>y I n ('I is lillked to the magnetic flux Ien'l Oil the tapc and was originally defined as 
18,)n WI·/tll (this corresponds to Ampex operating level vvhich is approximately 4.8dB 
1)('1.)\\ 11.c I E.C. reJ(>rence !cnl of320n\Yh/m). As t,(pe types have improved operational 
kn'ls h;l\T increased and 185n\Vb/m may not he appropriate. Ify()u usc YU meters then 
usc a D(,lby Level equal to the flux level which cmrcsponds to 0 YU. If you use peak 
readlllg meters then use a Dolby Level equal to the flux level corresponding to 5dB below 
:()ur 10("1" level. for other types ofmagnctic media Dolby Le\TI is defined as follows: 

l\fagnetic film; 185n \,\'b/rn 
\'idco tape (B and C format): IOOnWh/m (EBU/SMPTE reftTence level). 



5.3 

:) 3 Transmission Applications 

Dolby Level is linked to the transmission level by the following relationships: 

1. IfVU meters are used, Dolby Level corresponds to 
o VU on a steady-state basis. 

2. Iffast risetime peak programme meters are used, Dolby 
Level corresponds to a level of 4 dB below the nominal 
nominal 100% or peak operating level on a steady-state 
basis (i.e. PPM 5 for UK peak meters, +4 on the EBU 
meter scale, or-4 on light-beam instruments). 

,j 4 Optical Sound Tracks 

Dolby Level is defined as 6 dB below clash (clipping) level, or 50% offull track width 
modulation. 

:) 5 Other Systems 

Dol by Level can be defined by reference to the overload prope::ties of the transmission 
system following the guidelines provided by the above definitions. 

:) 6 Adjustment oflnput and Output Levels 

T he adjustment of signal levels is covered in detail in Section 8, Operation. A generalized 
description is given here to illustrate the part played by the Dolby Level calibration. 

Decode or playback units are calibrated first. A tone, from a test tape or oscillator, at 
either 0 VU (or Ampex Operating Level- Dolby Level) or DIN (PEAK) level, is fed into the 
unit and the input level potentiometer is adjusted to give an appropriate reading on the 
front-panel meter on the unit (i.e. Dolby Level or PEAK REF). The output level 
potentiometer is then adjusted to give unity gain through the unit. 

Following correct calibration of the decoder unit, the encoder or record unit is set up. The 
record gain controls on the recorder or the line sending controls on the line amplifier are 
adjusted to suit the usual line levels. The Dolby Tone button is pressed, and the output 
level control on the 360 Series unit is adjusted such that the recorder or received tone, as 
indicated by the previously calibrated decoder unit, is at the Dolby Level mark. The input 
potentiometer of the encoder unit is then adjusted to suit the incoming signal level. 

After this calibration is completed, the A-type encoder and decoder units, together with 
the recorder or transmission line coupling them, should be treated as a fixed, unity-gain 
s) stem. The decoded output is at studio or line level; for encoding, studio or line level 
should be fed in. 

In operation, do not compensate for different types of programme material (e.g. piano) or 
different types of tape (e.g. high-output) by altering any of the previously adjusted record 
a1\d playback gain controls in the chain; set the level actually recorded on the tape or sent 
to the line by adjusting the level of the programme source (mixer output). The calibration 
procedure ensures that the internal characteristics of the A-type units are directly related 
to the transmission or recording parameters (e.g. tape flux density), and altering the gain 
settings to suit programme material would destroy this relationship. These precautions 
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5.4 

are essential fc)[ tape and transmission standardization. To assist in maintaining 
standardization in tape exchanges and inter-studio transmissions, always record or send 
a section of Dolby Tone at the beginning of each programme using the internal Dolby 
Tune oscillator. 

I t should be emphasized that the requirement for level standarization in using the Dolby 
system in no sense puts a constraint on the actual programme levels used. The 
programme levels. themselves should be the same as those used in the absence of the 
Dolby system. However, with the system it may be found advantageous to devote some of 
the 10 dB increase in usable dynamic range to a reduction of distortion produced by the 
recording or transmission channel; a reduction of programme level would then be called 
for. 
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SECTION 6 

APPLICATioNS 
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6.2 

6.1 .\pplicability of Dolby system 

Dolby A-type audio noise reduction units can be applied to any noise-introducing 
recording or transmission channel in which the signal is available before and after the 
noisy channel and in which the gain and frequency response characteristics of the 
channel arc fixed and known. These basic considerations are discussed in Sections 1 and 
4. In addition to thc handling of normal music and other audio signals, the Dolby system 
can in principle be used for the recording or transmission of any type of analogue signal 
in which the ultimate method of presentation of the information is aural. 

6.2 \lagnetic Sound Recording 

6.2.1. Mono and Stereo Tape Recording. The A-type system has applications in mono or 
stereo recording at all tape speeds. The system will reduce tape noise, modulation noise, 
and crosstalk. Multi-generation copying is an application in which these noise reductions 
are particularly valuable. 

6.2.2. Multi-track Tape Recording. Multi-track tapes (usually 16 and 24 tracks on 2 inch 
tape, B tlacks on 1 inch) arc considerably improved by the Dolby system. The mixing of 
tracks to a two or four track master inevitably results in an accumulation of noise on the 
master, /oll(ming basic physical laws. For example, if ten tracks are mixed at equal level to 
f()rm one new track, the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded by 10 dB. The A-type system reduces 
the noise level of the ten-track mix to that ofa single track recorded without noise reduction; an 
improvement of this magnitude could otherwise be achieved only by running the tape at ten 
times the speed or by increasing the track widths by a factor often (for example, resulting in a 
tape width 01'20 inches). 

6.2.3. Disc Cutting. To take full advantage of the noise reduction used in the production 
of the master tape, Dolby-encoded tapes should be sent for disc mastering. Eaeh channel 
of the disc cutter is then decoded via Dolby A-type noise reduction units. Similarly, where 
copies of master iapes are sen t abroad for processing by licensees, A-type encoding 
should preferably be used in order to maintain optimum quality (see Dolby international 
user list) 

6.2.'1. Tape Duplication. The benefits of noise reduction can be applied to all stages ofa 
duplicating chain. \Vith Dolby B-type (consumer) encoding on open reel, cassette, or 
cartridge, the noise from a single non-encoded master tape generation is audible on the 
resultant duplicate It is therefore preferable that all master tapes used in the duplicating 
process should use A-type noise reduction. 

6.2.5. Archive Recording. Storage of magnetic tapes for archival purposes often results in 
magnetic printing from layer to layer in the reel, producing pre- and post-echoes. If the 
original tape has been encoded by Dolby A-type noise reduction units a long term lO dB 
reduction in print-through is achieved. While a reduction of print-through cannot be 
obtained on existing conventionally recorded tapes, further print can effectively be 
arrested by re-recording of the material through A-type units. 

6.2.6. Sprocketed Magnetic Film. The Dolby system can be of significant assistance in the 
motion picture and television industries for sound recording on 35 mm or 16 mm 
sprocketed magnetic film. The usc of noise reduction is especially valuable wherever the 
final sound track may be built up from several sychronized recordings or where multiple 
generation dubbing techniques may be used. 
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6.3 

6.2.7. Videotape Recorders. Audio on videotape has long suffered from the problems 
associated with trying to record sound on magnetic tape designed for recording video 
signals. On quadruplex machines the effects of the basic oxide formulation were 
compounded by the fact that the magnetic particles needed to be aligned perpendicularly 
to the direction of tape travel in order to make the recording of the video signal easier. 
This resulted in a fairly high basic noise level. The addition of Dolby A-type noise 
reduction to this format greatly assisted in improving the audio performance of the 
system. 

The more recent I inch formats have in themselves offered significant audio improve
ments over quadruplex machines and with the addition of Dolby A-type noise reduction 
can now give results much closer to the performance people have come to expect from 
standard audio recorders. 

Because of the need for easy tape interchange between national and international 
broadcast organizations, Dolby Level has been rigidly defined for I" broadcast 
applications. Again, in order to make things simpler and avoid using a variety of different 
levels, Dolby Level has been defined for C-format tapes as being the same as 
EBU/SMPTE reference level, that is Dolby level = lOOnWb/m flux level on tape. 

6.3 Transmission Applications 

6.3.1. Landlines. Lines between studios and transmitters, or between distribution 
centres, are still often coaxial or twisted pairs. Such lines are subject to a variety of 
interferences ranging from cross-talk and telephone dialling pulses to low frequency 
noise which can be either hum or noises introduced by earth or sea movements. Adjacent 
circuits carrying video signals may contribute television line-frequency interference. 
Landlines often suffer from considerable high frequency attenuation, and the degree of 
high frequency equalization which then has to be applied may result in unacceptable high 
frequency noise. The Dolby system is of great value in alleviating these line noise 
problems. 

6.:LZ. Microwave Links. Broadcast signals are often sent from station to station through 
some form of microwave system. This may take the form ofa number of probably 
adjacent 3 kHz bandwidth channels multiplexed onto a carrier. At the receiving end of 
the chain the 3 kHz channels are demodulated and re-assembled. Any over-modulation of 
the channels can cause distortion products to be generated in adjacent channels; hence 
signal overshoots must be minimal. The Dolby A-type noise reduction technique allows 
transmission of all types of programme. The noise reduction action also removes low
level carrier interference signals which may occur in this type of transmission. 

6.3.3. Other Transmission Methods. The A-type system is generally suitable for use with 
any communication link with fixed gain and frequency response characteristics. 
However, for correct operation the signal entering the decode processor should be 
identical (within normal operating tolerances) to that leaving the encode processor. The 
signals should also be in unequalized (flat) form. 
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6.4 Motion Picture Industry 

6.4.1. Location Recording. Since Dolby A-type noise reduction units have application 
throughout the motion picture industry, from the location recording to the final print in 
the cinema, it is preferable if a sound recording is A-type encoded from the beginning. On 
location, camera noise and other naturally occurring sounds will often dominate the tape 
noise. But there are many instances when this is not so, and the use of noise reduction at 
this early stage increases the flexibility in subsequent signal processing without the 
hazard of noise build-up. 

6.4.2. Transfer and Dubbing. The motion picture industry has traditionally used the 
technique of multiple dubbing to assemble the final master (full-coat, triple or M.E.D.) 
recording from a variety of sources (dubbing units), rather than the music recording 
industry's method of parallel recording on multi-track machines. Clearly noise build-up 

. is a problem which can be alleviated by use of the Dolby technique. 

6.4.3. Release prints. Historically, the sound quality of the cinema itself-the final link in 
the chain - has lagged behind the rest of the entertainment industry. To reduce the 
audibility of wideband and impulse noise a high frequency filter, known as the Academy 
roll-off, is used in traditional mono optical reproduction systems. 

Dolby A-type noise reduction, incorporated into the Dolby Stereo System, is now widely 
used in cinemas as a means of improving not only the dynamic range but - more 
importantly - the overall bandwidth of the reproduction system. 

This improvement in cinema sound quality has made the use of noise reduction even 
more important in the early stages of a production if they are not to limit the final 
product. 

6.5 Sound Delay and Echo Systems 

6.5.1. Tape Delay. Popular tape delays use either an endless tape loop or a magnetic disc; 
both systems use a master recording head and several playback heads. Delay units are 
used to increase intelligibility in large reverberant buildings, to equalize time-differences 
between vision channels transmitted via satellite and their associated audio channels 
transmitted via cable, or to create special sound effects. Since magnetic tape is usually 
the recording medium, noise is a problem which can be alleviated through the use of the 
A-typ(: noise reduction system. 

6.5.2. Electronic Delay. Various methods are being used to produce electronic delays, 
including shift registers and sample, storage and read circuits. For economic reasons the 
noise performance is often inadequate for the most demanding applications, and in 
general the noise spectra is obtrusive since it is not white. In such instances the signal can 
be noise reduction encoded prior to the delay unit and decoded at the output, yielding a 
significant improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. 
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6.5.:!. Reverberation systems. Echo chambers or rcverberant plates are often noise 
limited. Dolby A-type noise reduction units can bc placed around the echo chain, 
resulting in a significant improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. Unfortunately, such 
applications are not as straightforward as thcy might appear, since due to dispersion the 
signal at the dccoder is not identical to that leaving thc encoder. Thus a comparison of 
the signal with and without noise reduction will reveal differences. The apparent 
reverberation time will be decreased, but this can be compensated by readjustment of the 
plat<> timc or room damping materials. 

6.6 Digital Applications 

Digital techniques are bccoming more common as the size and cost of complex semi
conductor logic arrays are reduced. Digital techniques for delay purposes have already 
been discussed (Subsection 6.5.2.). Another digital application is the use of pulse code 
modulation (peM) for signal transmission. To describe an audio signal in digital form 
needs a given number of bits (level samples) occurring at a given sampling rate, 
producing a serial data rate in the order of 700 kilobits per second. To transmit this 
information rcquires a wide bandwidth; or in recording terms either a multiplicity of 
tracks or a high head-to-tape speed. The data rate can be reduced if one of the required 
pcrformance parameters is relaxed, such as signal to noise ratio; incorporation of the 
analogue A-typc noise reduction system into existing or new digital designs can save two 
bits to give a useful rcduction in bit rate for a given ratio. The economic saving of two bits 
can sometimes be greater than the cost of the A-type processors. The processors should 
be lIst'd befort' the input to the digital encoder and after the output of the digital decoder. 

6.7 Electronic .Music 

r t is not ncct'ssary that the programme being encoded consist of naturally occurring 
soullds. The A-systcm is equally effective when processing the signals which are often 
fCllllld in elt'ctronic music composition. Furthnmorc, bccause of the specialized 
tcchniques (such as multiple dubbing and the mixing of many pre-recorded sources) 
employcd in thcse compositions, noise rcduction is of particular value in preventing 
ex('('ssiH' noise build-up. 
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SECTION 7 
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Installdtion Instructions 

~IODEL 365 

Two channel record or playback (no automatic changeover) 

;'\O'l"L CHECK VOLTAGE SELECTOR BEFORE APPLYING POWER 

I. tT npack Model 36,,) unit and check for damage. 

~. Set \ oltage selector switches (l15-230V) appropriately. 

3. l\1ount unit ill rack. 

L Cmnect pmver cables. If power plugs on cables are changed for another type, the 
f(lilowing wiring com'Cntion should be observed (for cables supplied with units). 

l'.S. style 
Cmtincntal style 

Power: L,black;N,white 
Power:I"brown;N,blue 

Earth:green 
Earth:yellow / green 

1 C')J1nect signal cables to Model 365 units using three-pin XLR cable connectors. For 
me III recording, prepare cables from mixing console and cables to recorder. For use 
ill pLnhack, prepare cables from recorder and cables to monitor facilities. In all of 
the three-pin XLR signal connectors, pin I is earth and pins 2 and 3 are the 
h;t!anccd-f1oating winding of the input or output transformer, with pin 2 as the "low" 
sid(' alld pill :) as the "high" side for standardized phasing. For unbalanced 
operation. pin 2 should be connected to earth; pin 3 is signal. 

(i. h put impedance of Model 365 is 10k Ohms; output impedance is 20 Ohms. The unit 
\\11 dri\c any load impedance from 200 Ohms upwards; therefore it is unnecessary to 
pI o\ide an output termination resistor when feeding a bridging load. However, if the 
(ape-recorder has an output termination switch, the switch should be "on" when driving 
l\lodcl 365 (playback mode). 

7. S( (-LIp may be linked to other units and/or remotely controlled via a mono jack 
plug inserted into the appropriate socket on the rear of the unit. 

Tl\(' Set-up oscillators within a single Model 365 have common control via this 
~()ck('t and arc activated by connecting the centre pin of the jack plug to earth. 

PI essing the Set-up button on any linked units connects this pin to earth. 

The Sct-up functions may be activated remotely (at the mixing console for example) 
simplY by extending thejack plug links; connect a single pole, normally open switch 
(0 the end of the remote link. 

~R may also be linked and/or remotely controlled in a similar way to Set-up, the 
significant difTerence being that a stereo jack plug is required. 

The tip controls channel A and the ring controls channel B. 
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8. Remote indication of Auto Compare is provided at a terminal strip on the rear panel. The 
Cat. No. 280 Manual Appendix B provides connection details. 

A connection is also provided to enable Dolby Noise to be synchronised. Connect the two 
"sync" terminals together on the rear of the Model 365 and to other Dolby units providing 
this facility. 

9. Refer to Model 365 Operating Instructions fix calibration and operating procedures. 
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SECTION 8 

OPERATION 
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8.2 

Operating Instructions 

~10DEL 365 

Dual channel record or playback (no automatic changeover) 

:\OTE: CALIBRATION TRIMPOTS ON UNITS ARE TURNED DOWN 
BEFORE SHIPMENT. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE BELOW MUST BE 
CARRIED OUT BEFORE UNITS ARE USED. 

Calibration can be effected with either Cat. No. 22 or Cat. No. 280 modules installed. If Cat. 
:\0.22 modules are used the characteristic Dolby Tone will be sent to the recorder. If Cat. No. 
2BO modules are installed then Dolby Noise will be sent to the recorder. The additional benefits 
orDolby Noise are outlined in the Cat. No. 280 Manual which is supplied when Model 365 is 
shipped with Cat. No. 280 installed. 

Dolby Noise is recorded at 15dB below Dolby Level. Dolby Noise will only indicate Dolby 
Len'l OIl the Dolby Indicator when the 'Set-up' button is depressed. 

'I he unit type selector switch on Cat. No. 280 should be set at 360. Refer to Cat. No. 280 
1\ fa n ual f()r further information. 

Ensure that installation has been carried out according to "Model 365" Installation 
I llstrllctions" . 

. \-Type Calibration 
Rccorc[Ose 
Select RECORD mode and noise reduction OUT in all required channels . 

. \Iigll recorder channels. 
2. Send I kHz tone at Dolby level to the input of the 365. (See below - Dolby Level) 
3 ;\djust input level control on the Model 365 to give Dolby level on the Model 365 indicator. 
+ Adjust output level control on the Model 365 to give unity gain through the unit. 
,) Select noise reduction IN to restore A-type processing to the recording chain. 

Always record a section of Dolby Tone at the head of each recording by pressing the SETUP 
button. 

Playback Use 
Select PLAY mode and noise reduction OUT in all required channels. 

1. Align playback side of recorder channels. 
2, Playback Dolby Tone or tone from tape at Dolby level. (Sec below - Dolby Level). 
3. Adjust input level control on the Model 365 to give Dolby level on the Model 365 indicator. 
+. Adjust output leyel control on the Model 365 to give unity gain through the unit. 
5, Select noise reduction IN to restore A-type processing to the playback chain. 
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Dolby Lcwl 

Dolby level may be related directly to other studio reference levels and their associated meter 
indications. Within any facility there will be a fixed relationship between Dolby level, line level 
and magnetic flux level. Different applications of A-type will dictate differences in defining 
Dolby level; these are broadly detailed in Section 5, Level Standardisation. The most 
frequently adopted are:-

Recording/broadcast studios using an operating level reference typically using vu meters or 
BRe type PPMs - Dolby level = operating level eg"O"vu, PPM5. 
Recording/broadcast studios using a peak level reference with peak meters - Dolby level has 
hi~t()ricallv been 4.7dB below OdB below OPB peak reference. 
Film studios and cinemas - Dolby level = 185nWb/m magnetic, 50% optical. 
Audio on "C" format I" video tape - Dolby level = 100nWb/m (or equivalent line level). 

It may be useful to record a section of Dolby tone at Dolby level for use as an "in-house" 
reference. 

SR Calibration 
Record Use 
Select RECORD mode and Special Recording OUT in all requircd channels. 

1. Align recorder channels. 
2. Scnd 1kHz tone at Dolby level to the input of the 365. (Sec below - Dolby Level). 
3 .. \djust input level control on the Model 365 to give Dolby level on the Model 365 

indicator. 
4 .. \djust output level control of the Model 365 to give unity gain through thc unit. 
S. Select Spectral Recording IN to restore SR processing to the rccording chain. 

Always record a section of Dolby Noise at the head of each rccording by pressing the SETUP 
button. 

Playback Usc 
EITHER - using Dolby Noise from tapc. 
Select PLAY mode and Spectral Recording OUT in all required channels. 

I. ,\lign playback sidc of recorder channels. 
2. Press SETUP and playback Dolby Noise from tapc. 
3. ,\djust input level control on the Model 365 to give Dolby lcvel on the Model 365 

indicator. 
4. Release SETUP. 
S. Playback a 1kHz tonc from tape and adjust output level control on the Model 365 to give 

unity through thc unit. 
6. Select Spectral Recording IN to restore SR processing to the playback chain. 

OR - using tone on tape at Dolby level. 
Select PLAY mode and Spectral Recording OUT in all required channels. 

I. Align play back side of recorder channels. 
2. Playback tone from tape at Dolby level. (See below - Dolby Level). 
3. Adjust input level control on the Model 365 to give Dolby level on the Model 365 

indicator. 
4. Adjust output level control on the Model 365 to give unity gain through the unit. 
5. Select Spectral Recording IN to restore SR processing to the playback chain. 
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Dolby Level 

To get the most from Dolby SR, Dolby level should be optimised so that the noise floor of the 
SR system electronics alone is below that of the recording medium with SR processing. With 
magnetic tape, this means Dolby level will lie between 100 and 320 nWb/m. For example:-

In vu meter studios, if you have a flux level for "O"vu at 320 n Wb/m or less, Dolby level can 
correspond to "O"vu. If your magnetic flux for "O"vu is greater than 320, eg400nWb/m, Dolby 
level should be set to a convenient point on the meter 4 to 6 dB below "0". 

In peak meter studios, optimal Dolby level will be 8 to 12 dB below the actual programme 
peaks as read on the meter. Consequently, Dolby level should be set at a convenient point on 
the meter 8 to 12 dB below the maximum signal peak reading. 

It may be useful to record a section of 1kHz tone at Dolby level for use as an "in-house" 
reference. 

Alier above calibration has been carried out, Model 365 record channels, recorder, and Model 
3G:> playback channels should be treated as fixed, unity gain recording system operating at 
your normal line levels. 

Usc of U Ileal 

Model 365 input levels can be adjusted via the pull to operate 'uncal knob' should playback of 
the tape recorded at a non-standard level be necessary. 

\\'hen the uncal knob is returned to the 'cal' position, the system returns to standard levels. 

To record or replay tapes without the Dolby A-Type/SR characteristic, press IN-OUT 
buttons appropriately. 
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All Model 365 after Serial No. 444 were
factory modified. In addition units serial no.
400, 415, 416, 417, 423, 425, 426, 430,
432, 434, 438, 440, 441 are known to have
been modified.

cnj
Text Box
All Model 365 after Serial No. 444 were factory modified. In addition units serial no. 400, 415, 416, 417, 423, 425, 426, 430, 432, 434, 438, 440, 441 are known to have been modified.
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Operational 
checks: If you are usi ng DOLBY CAT. NO. 280 SR modules. 

Technical 

Install a Cat.No.280 SR module in the channel under test. Set the front panel 
noise reduction in/out switch to "out," and the record/play switch to "play." 
Connect a 10 kHz oscillator (at nominal line level) to the Model 365 input and 
adjust for a "Dolby level" indication on the front panel meter (meter reads 
on the center dot). Now set the noise reduction in/out switch to "in." The 
meter reading should increase; this is your verification of correct operation. 
Repeat for the other channel . 

If you are using DOLBY CAT. NO. 22 A-type modules. 

13) Install a Cat.No.22 A-type module in the channel under test. Set the front 
panel noise reduction in/out switch to" out," and the record/play switch to 
"play." Connect a 10kHz oscillator (at nominal line level) to the Model 365 
input and adjust for a " Dolby level" indication on the front panel meter 
(meter reads on the center dot). Connect an AC voltmeter to the output of 
the channel under test. Reduce the oscillator level by 20 dB and note the new 
AC voltmeter reading . Now set the noise reduction in/out switch to "in." The 
AC voltmeter reading should decrease; this is your verifieation of proper 
operation. Repeat for the other channel . 

Questions: San Francisco - 415-558-0200, Bob Cavanaugh or Bill Mead 
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